LSDMap robustness against different local scale setups
We present here the results from independent VarDM simulations using different local scale setups, see Constant local scale values were chosen as follows. The distribution of distances in the k = 2000 simulation was considered for each metric, and its statistical mean was set equal to parameter 0 . We then considered multiples and fractions of this value as reasonable choices for the local scale. Higher and smaller values completely flatten out the data set manifold upon projection, and were discarded. S1 Adaptive local scale calculations were performed choosing k = 5, 500, 2000, 10000. As already pointed out in the main text, results from different setups (within the same metric) are consistent with one another. This suggests that choosing a larger number of nearest neighbors means rescaling the data set manifold, preserving its shape.
We see that almost any choice of metric and/or local scale allows to correctly estimate the first implied timescale, even though those estimates are lower (and therefore less accurate) than their kinetic distance counterpart. Higher order timescales are poorly approximated since the approximants mostly populate the grey "forbidden" region. In particular, estimates enter the unphysical region from the very beginning on even for small lag time values, if a constant local scale approach is adopted.
Folding transition pathways
Looking at folding/unfolding transitions, we were able to confirm that two independent pathways are accessible to the system, and we plotted one productive trajectory for each of them.
Hairpin 1 forms before hairpin 2 along pathway blue, and then the system enters the misfolded state, goes back to the intermediate (A) and then falls into the folded basin. In contrast, hairpins form in the opposite order along path red, exploring basin (C) where hairpin starts forming out of register (see contact maps in Fig 5) . The kinetic distance KD results are also shown for the first three timescales, and the forbidden region is highlighted in grey. Surprisingly, most local scale setups still accounts for reasonable estimates for t 1 . On average, higher order timescales are not reliable, since the forbidden region is entered almost immediately, for very short lag time τ values.
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Figure S2: Alternative productive trajectory chunks, plotted on the top of the ψ 1 − ψ 2 free energy plot. Blue denotes a folding pathway where hairpin 1 forms first, followed by hairpin 2. Red denotes the opposite complimentary path.
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